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The mam result of this paper is the derivation of a convergence theorem for 
certain martingales with values in a separable Frechet space F. It is shown that 
this result includes a well known theorem due to Chatterji. Moreover, the 
series expansion of zero-mean Gaussian elements with values in F and the strong 
law of large numbers for i.i.d. F-valued random elements also follow as applica- 
tions of the main theorem. 
1. IN-I+RODUCTION 
Martingales in abstract spaces have been introduced in [3, 161 and studied 
in greater generality in more recent years. One may consult [12, 181, as well as 
the references given there for more bibliography on the subject. The purpose 
of this paper is to derive a convergence result for martingales in separable 
FrCchet spaces: an application to the series expansion of zero-mean Gaussian 
elements is then obtained in Section 4. Such an expansion was also obtained in 
[15] (and under stronger conditions for LF-spaces in [lo]), but the discussion 
presented here is independent of the results derived there. In Section 5 it is 
shown how some strong laws of large numbers are also an easy consequence of 
the ideas presented in the previous sections. In this paper a systematic use of 
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some basic properties of the weak dual of a topological vector space has been 
made. It appears that this approach provides a simplification of the arguments 
used by other authors. 
2. RANDOM ELEMENTS AND MARTINGALES IN A *OPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACE 
Given two (real) vector spaces F and G, we shall say that they form a dual 
pair, denoted by (F, G), if there exists a bilinear form B: F x G + R that 
separates the points of F and G. We, shall write (x, y> = B(x, y), x E F and 
y E G and denote by a(F, G) and T(F, G), respectively, the weakest and strongest 
locally convex separated topology on F which is compatible with the continuity 
of all linear forms: (., y>, y E G. Exchanging the roles of F and G we obtain 
analogous topologies on G. The o(F, G)-topology is the topology of the pointwise 
convergence on G while the T(F, G)-topology is the topology of the uniform 
convergence on all convex subsets of G that are balanced and o(G, F)-compact. 
If F is already a separated topological vector space endowed with a locally 
convex topology Y, then F forms a dual pair with the set F’ of all Y-continuous 
linear functionals on F and a(F, F’) < 5 < T(F, F’). If F is barelled, in particular 
if F is metrizable, then Y = T(F, F’). Given a dual pair (F, G) and a probability 
space (52, S, P) a map X: Q -+F is called a random element with values in F 
if (X, y) is a random variable on (52, S, P) for each y E G. Let 1 be an ordered 
set and (SL: L E 1) denote a net of sub-u-algebras of 8, ordered by inclusion. 
For each L E I let X, be a random element with values in F such that (X, , y} 
is F&-measurable. We shall then call: (X, ,S‘: L ~1) a (weak) martingale if 
((X, , y), FL: L ~1) is a real valued martingale for each y E G. Let now C denote 
a convex, balanced, u(G, F)-compact and metrizable subset of G. If d(., *) is 
a metric defining the induced topology on C let B,,, = {y E C: d(y, 0) < S} 
and for x in F let /I x j)6,c = sup(I(x, y)[: y E B,,,). We then have: 
LEMMA 1. Let (F, G) be a dual pair and (X, , Sn: n > 1) be a martingale 
on (52, g, P) with values in F. If for some 6 > 0 E 11 X, ljBSc < co for all n, 
then for any positive E: 
Proof. Since the set C with the topology induced by the metric d(., -) is a 
separable metric space, the set B,,, defined above contains a countable dense 
subset D,,, . Then for each w E D and each n: 
.sB”s”, IGcz(~)~ Y)I = yz;fc I<-K&J)~ Y>l (1) 
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because (X,(v), *) is continuous on C. Therefore: 
Thus the set {supWeal, c supn>r 1(X, , y)[ > E) is in S. Also it follows from 
Eq. (1) that II & IILC is’ ZQmeasurable for each n so that (11 X,, ]lsSc , Sn: n > 1) 
is a real-valued submartingale and by a classical inequality 
LEMMA 2. Under the same system of notation as in Lemma I, if 
sup,+, E (( X,, lj8,c -+ 0 as 6 J 0, there exists a set Sz, E 9 such that P(Q,) = 1 
and (G%(w), *> I c: n 3 1) is equicontinuous for each w E Sz, . 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 and the Borel-Cantelli lemma that there 
exists a set Q, E S such that P(Q,) = 1 and for each w in Q, : 
for some 6 = 6( W, E). Therefore ((Xn(w), *): n > 1) is equicontinuous at zero 
on C. Now if y. E C then for every y in C, -$y - +y, is also in C because C is 
balanced and convex. By linearity: 
Ica~), y> - GG(w)v Ydl = 2 Iv&J), Qy - Bydl < 25 (2) 
for all y in C such that d(4Jy - &yO, 0) < 6. But then (2) must hold for all y 
in C such that d(y, yo) < 6’ for some 6’ = S’(W, c). (Note that the mapg,: C + C 
defined as go(y) = +y - +yO is continuous and g,,(y,,) = 0.) 1 
From Lemma 2 we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a separable Frkhet space and (X, , gn: n > 1) be a 
martingale on a complete (!2,9, P) with values in F. Under the assumption that 
SUP&l E II x3 IlB,C + 0 as 8 J 0 for every o(F’, F)-compact subset C of F’, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ((X, , y>: n > 1) is a.e. convergent for every y in a co&table, a(F’, F)- 
dense subset of F’; 
(ii) (X,: n > 1) is a.e. convergent in the F-topology. 
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Proof. It is well known that if (U,: n 3 1) is a base of neighborhoods of 
the origin of F and C, = (y EF’: I(x,y>l < 1, x E U,), then F’ = WI=‘=, C, 
and each C, is a convex, balanced, u(F’, F)-compact set. Moreover, since F is 
separable, each C,, is met&able and thus there exists a countable dense subset 
D, C C, such that by letting D = urxl D, , D is a countable subset of F 
dense in the a(F’, F)-topology ([17, p. 1281). If (i) holds, let: 
x, = ~ym<Xn 9 Y>. (3) 
Note that Eq. (3) holds a.e. for all y in the span of D. It suffices now to snow 
that (ii) follows. By Lemma 2 it is possible to conclude that (3) holds uniformly 
on each set C,, . Let Q, = nc=, Qcn , where the sets 8,” E F are determined 
in accordance to the previous lemma. Then if w E In, , X,(w) is, as a function ofy, 
linear and continuous on each C, . Consequently X. (w) is a linear and a(F’, F)- 
continuous map on F’ by the Banach-Grothendieck theorem ([17, p. 1501). 
It is now easy to define a map X,: Q -+ F such that (X, , y> = XV a.e. for all 
y EF’. Thus X, is a random element on (Q, 9, P) with values in F such that 
X, = Km,,, X,, a.e. uniformly on C, for all tt, i.e., in the F-topology. 1 
Let (Q, fl, P) be a probability space and (9%: n > 1) be a sequence of sub- 
u-algebras of g, ordered by inclusion. Let FW = u(U~=~ $Q and B denote 
a general Banach space with dual B’. Let the map X: Q + B be Bochner- 
integrable ([16, p. 352-j). Then for each 12, 1 ,< tl ,< co, there exists a Bochner- 
integrable, Tn-measurable map X,, = E[X 1 sl-1: 0 -+ B and: 
-& (n+mj* -L = E[X I Tial a.e. (4) 
in the B-norm ([3, p. 3971). Note that under the Bochner-integrability condition 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that B is separable. In fact there exists 
a set Q’ E g, P(Q) = 1 such that for every w E Q’, X(w) as well as all X,(W) 
belong to a linear, closed, separable subspace of B. (cf. [16, p. 3641). It will be 
shown now that (4) is an easy consequence of Theorem 1 above. Actually 
Lemma 2 is enough. Let C = {y E B’: 11 y 11 < l}. Then C is a a(B’, B)-compact, 
balanced and convex subset of B’. Since B may be assumed to be separable, 
C is also metrizable. One has 11 X, JIB,c ,< E[lj X lJB,c 1 sn] a.e.; thus: 
;;f E 11 xn 118.C < E 11 x118,C . (5) 
Now EII XII 8.C < E (I XII < CO and the right-hand side of (5) tends to zero, 
as 6 4 0, by Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem. Thus by Lemma 2 
((X,, , e): n > 1) is equicontinuous on C with probability one and by the 
classical martingale convergence theorem: 
(-%I > Y> (n+mj+ EKKY) I Cl = <E[X I ?JY> a-e. (6) 
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for all y in a countable dense subset of C. Because of equicontinuity, Eq. (6) 
must then hold uniformly on C, i.e., in the B-norm topology. 
3. GAUSSIAN RANDOM ELEMENTS AND THEIR 
REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACE 
Let K be a (real) symmetric, positive-definite form on S x S where S is a 
nonempty set. Then there is a (real) Hilbert space H(K) of functions on S, 
formally defined as H(K) = $(K(t, a): t E S), called the reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space (RKHS) generated by K (cf. [2, p. 3471). Its main properties, 
for the purposes of this paper, may be summarized as follows: 
(a) K(t, s) = VW, -1, K(s, *)h , t, s E s, (7) 
(b) h(t) = (4 K(t, ->)K : ~EH(K), tES, (8) 
where (*, *)K denotes the inner product induced by K. We shall let 11 . [It = (*, *)r. 
Although the following lemma is well known, it is given here for completeness. 
LEMMA 3. Let (ei: i > 1) be an orthonormal sequence in H(K). Then (e+: i > 1) 
is complete, if and only if for every t E S: 
Proof. We only have to show necessity. Now if (9) holds we have from (8): 
I WI G g I e&)l I(k 4~ I 
i=l 
for every t E S. Thus h = 0 if (h, e& = 0 for all i. 1 
Given a dual pair (F, G), a random element X on (Q, 9, P) with values in F 
is called Gaussian if (X, y} is a Gaussian random variable for each y E G. 
Let X be a zero-mean Gaussian element, i.e., (X, y) has mean zero for 
all y E G, and set R( y1 , ya) = E(X, yi)(X, ya), y1 and yz in G. Then R is a 
symmetric positive definite form on G x G. We shall set: H(R) = 
g(R(y, m): y E G) and us(y) = R(y, y). H(R) is the RKHS generated by the 
covariance R of X. 
LEMMA 4. Let (F, G) be a dual pair and X be a zero-mean Gaussian element 
on (!2,9, P) with values in F. Then for every subset C of G that is a(G, F)-compact 
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and metrizable, the family of random variables ((X, y)? y E C) is uniformly 
P-integrable. 
Proof. Using the function 4(y) = E exp[i(X, y)] = exp( -Qu2( y)), y  E G, 
it is easy to see that $( yR) --+ d(y), as n -+ co, for any sequence ( yn: n > 1) 
convergent to y  in the a(G,F)-topology. This implies the o(G, F)-sequential 
continuity of u2( .) and the continuity of u2( .)ic when C is a metrizable subset 
of G. Thus u”(.)lo is bounded on any subset C of G that is also u(G, F)-compact. 
Since, for all p > 0: 
sup E[I(X, r>l”l = K, . sup[02( y)P2 < ~0, 
EC WC 
where K, is a constant depending only on p, the claim of the lemma follows. 
(Cf. [14, p. 54, Exercise 11.5.21.) 1 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a zero-mean Gaussian element on (52, %, P) with values 
in a locally convex, topological vector space F, that is also assumed to be complete 
and separable. Let F’ denote the topological dual of F. Then: 
(i) H(R) = $R(y, e): y EF’) may be identiJied with a subset H of F 
and the injection i: H -+F is continuous with respect to all topologies on F that 
are compatible with the duality between F and F’; 
(ii) if in addition F is metrizable, i.e., F is a separable Frechet space, then 
H(R) is separable. 
Proof. (i) Since for each fixed y  EF’, R(., y) is a linear functional on F’, 
by Eq. (8) above each h E H(R) is also a linear functional on F’. The same 
equation yields for every y  EF’: 
I h(y)l G II h IIR PKX Y>~]>““. (10) 
For every equicontinuous sequence (yla: n > 1) CF’, convergent to zero in 
the u(F’, F)-topology, there exists a u(F’, F)-compact and metrizable subset C 
such that ( yn: n > 1) C C. Thus the right-hand side of (10) tends to zero, an 
n + 00, by the previous lemma and h is u(F’, F)-continuous by the Banach- 
Grothendieck theorem. Since F and F’ separate, respectively, the points of F’ 
and F, the map T: F -+F’*, the algebraic dual of F’, defined by T(X) = (x, .) 
establishes an homeomorphism between F and T(F). Thus H(R) becomes a 
subset H of F when this is identified with T(F). By Eq. (10) the injection i: H --+ F 
is continuous when F is endowed with the T(F,F’)-topology, which is the 
strongest topology compatible with the dual pair (F,F’). We shall write, from 
now on, (h, y) = h(y). 
(ii) This result has already been obtained in [15, p. 2921 but an inde- 
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pendent derivation is given here for sake of completeness. As observed in the 
proof of Theorem 1, under the stated conditions there exists a countable 
a(F’, F)-dense subset D of F’ that can be written as D = uf, D, where, for 
each n, D, is a countable dense subset of a (T(F’, F)-compact set C, and 
UL, C, = F’. Let h = C ariR(yi, o), yi EF’, (Y~ E R, i = I,..., n. Then 
(Yl >**-, y,J C C, for some N; thus for each yi there exists a sequence 
(Q~: k > 1) C DN such that (x, yi) = limlc+m(x, QJ for all x E F. By Lemma 4 
this implies E[(X, yi) - (X, QJ]~ + 0 as k--f co. Hence we can find 
(?l’Y., 7,‘) C DN C D such that, setting h’ = C c$(Q’, .) we have: 
II h - A’ IlR 5 1 I % I II WYi 3 -1 - wli’, .>llR 
= C I % I tE[CX9Yi) - Cx, %‘)12)1’2 
<E 
for any prefixed E > 0. This shows that the span over the rationals of 
(R(y, *): YED) is a countable subset of H(R),dense in the 11 &norm topology. 1 
4. THE SERIES EXPANSION OF A GAUSSIAN ELEMENT 
If L,(Q, S’, P) denotes the Hilbert space of (classes of) random variables on 
(In, 9, P) with finite second moment and A CL,(Q, 9, P), let L,-2 be the 
closure of A inL,(SZ, 9, P). Given a dual pair (F, G) and a zero-mean Gaussian 
random element X on (Q, St, P) with values in F, it is easy to check that the 
following map 13 defines an isometric isomorphism between H(R) and 
L,-@(X, y): y E G): B(R(y, a)) = (X, y). For any orthonormal sequence 
(ei: i >, 1) in H(R) let Ei = e(e,). Th en, since (X,y) is a Gaussian random 
variable, if we let gn = u( E1 ,..., 4,) we can write for every n: CL1 &(ei , y> = 
E[(X, y> j 5?J a.e. Let (X, , y) = Cy=, ei(ei , y). Then we have: 
LEMMA 6. For every y E G: lim,,,(X,, , y) = (X, y) a.e. if and only if 
(e,: i 3 1) is complete in H(R). 
Proof. If (ei: i > 1) is complete, then an application of the isometry intro- 
duced above yields: 
as n --+ 00. Hence (X, y) is measurable with respect to u([, , t2 ,...) and the 
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conclusion follows by Levy’s theorem. On the other hand for every positive p: 
Hence the sequence ((X, , Y)~: n > 1) is uniformly P-integrable. Consequently 
if limn+dXn , y> = (X, Y> a.e. then (11) must hold and (ei: i > 1) is complete 
byLemma3. 1 
Let now F be a separable Frechet space. If C is a o(F’, F)-compact subset 
of F’ let ]I x I& = sup(](x, y)l: y E C). Then since C is separable, ]I XI/, is 
%-measurable and E ]I X IIc < cc [5]; moreover: 
II xnllc = 2; I<& > r>l < zcp E[I<X, y>l I Pn] 
G ELII X IIc I 4G,l a.e. 
Hence sup+r E ]I X, I& < E jl X I& . Then, under the same system of notation 
as in Lemma 1, sup,>, E II X, 116,C + 0, as 6 4 0 for every a(F’, F)-compact 
subset C of F’. (Cf. Section 2.) Since H(R) is separable by Lemma 5(ii), for 
any given complete orthonormal sequence (ei: i 3 1) in H(R) the sequence 
((X, , y): n > 1) where (X, , y) = CF=, [i(ei, y) converges a.e. to (X, y) 
for ally in a countable dense subset ofF’. Thus by letting X, = X in Theorem 1 
are have: 
THEOREM 2. Let (Q, 9, P) be a probability spae and X be a zero-mean 
Gaussian element with values in a separable FrPchet space F. Then there exists a 
subset H of F, having the structure of a separable Hilbert space, such that for any 
complete orthonormal system (ei: i > 1) in H there exist a sequence (5,: i 2 1) of 
independent N(0, 1) random variable on &I, 9, P) with the property that the series 
x fiei is a.e. convmgent to X in the F-topology. 
This theorem has been discovered and proved independently, for the case 
where F is a separable Banach space B by several authors [7, 9, II]. While 
Jain, Kallianpur, and Kuelbs regard X, = XL1 [de< as a sum of independent 
random elements with values in B and deduce the a.e. convergence by using a 
theorem of Ito and Nisio ([6]) aft er establishing convergence in some weaker 
form, LePage follows on approach quite similar to ours by using the representa- 
tion X,, = E[X I Fn] and Chatterji convergence theorem (cf. Section 2). 
Perhaps one point of the discussion presented here is that it is independent of 
other previous works on the subject and use is made only of classical theorems 
of probability theory combined with some basic properties of the weak dual of 
a topological vector space. In the stated generality Theorem 2 has been also 
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derived by Rajput [15] by an entirely different argument. More recently Kuelbs 
has shown in [lo] that, under some additional conditions, it is possible to obtain 
a series representation for zero-mean Gaussian elements with values in a LF- 
space (strict inductive limit of Frtchet spaces). 
5. THE STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
Throughout this section let F be a separable FrCchet space and B denote the 
u-algebra generated by the open sets of F (open in the initial topology). Then 
if X is a random element on (Sz, %, 2’) with values in F we have X-l@) C 9 
[l, p. 1001. Let (X,: n > 1) be a sequence of random elements on (Q, 9, P) 
with values in F and set 3% = Xs;‘(W). We shall say that (Xn: n > 1) is an 
independent sequence if (S?,,: n > 1) is a sequence of independent u-algebras. 
Furthermore, if t.~ = PX;;l is the same for all n, we shall refer to (X,: n > 1) 
as an i.i.d. sequence or a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
random elements. Let us set: 
(a) .En = a(S, , Snfl ,... ), S, = XI + *.. + X, ; 
(b) % = 4%); 
(4 ~-VI = 4x,+, 9 -%a+, Y). 
One may observe now the following facts: 
(i) for every n: E, = ~(9~ U %,); 
(ii) suppose E Ii XI IIc < 03 for every u(F’,F)-compact subset C of F’. 
Then for every n, E 1(X, , JJ)\ < co for all y EF’. Since X, is $%-measurable 
so is (X, , r); also, for each 1 < K < n, a(%, u Yn) is independent of S-*. 
Therefore: 
(cf. [4, p. 2851); 
(iii) let A E Ye. Then A = {w: X,(w) + **a + X,(w) E B} for some B 
in 9, Thus by the change-of-variable formula and a symmetry argument: 
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Hence 
E[<Xk, Y> I =%I = E[(-? 9 r> I Xl a.e. 
forallnandeachl <li<n; 
(iv) since (S, , y) is 9%-measurable we have by using (ii) and (iii): 
(%a ,Y> = Er<& ,Y> I %I = nE[(-& ,Y> I %I 
= nEK-& ,Y> I EnI a.e. (12) 
In conclusion, letting Y-, = n-W, we observe that for each y E F’, (Y-, , y) 
is %,-measurable and ((Y-, , y), K n: 71 3 1) is a real-valued martingale. 
Thus (Y-, , E,: n 3 1) is a martingale according to the definition given in 
Section 2 and ((Y-, , y): n 3 1) converges to E[(X, , y)], as IZ -+ co, a.e. for 
all y in a countable u(F’, F)-dense subset of F’. Now if E I/ X1 IIc < co for all 
o(F’, F)-compact subsets C of F’ there exists an element EX, E F such that 
E[(X, , y)] = (EX, , y) for every y E F’. (This is again a consequence of the 
Banach-Grothendieck theorem. However a different proof is given in [l, p. 1111.) 
Finally for every u(F’, F)-compact subsets C of F’: supnsl E 11 Y-, lj6,c < 
E II 4 1ls.c -+ 0, as S & 0. 
Consequently, from Theorem 1 are have the following assertion: 
THEOREM 3. Let (Xn: n 3 1) be an i.i.d. sequence of random elements on 
(Q, 9, P) with values in a separable Frkhet space F. If E 11 Xl IIc < CO fm every 
a(F’, F)-compact subset C of F’ then there exists an element EX, EF such that 
(EX, , y) = E[(X, , y)] for every y EF’ and the Cesaro-means of (X,,: n > 1) 
converge to EX, a.e. in the F-topology. 
This theorem has also been obtained in [13, Theorem 6.1.2, p. 851 by an 
entirely different argument. Ahmad [l] has proved a version of Theorem 3 
where the assumption of independence is removed and use is made of Birkoff’s 
ergodic theorem (cf. [l, p. 1141). It seems possible to obtain such an extension 
within the framework of ideas presented here. One needs only to modify the 
definition of martingale so that Theorem 1 holds for a-finite measure spaces. 
Then a martingale representation of type (12) may be used to deduce the required 
result. Such a representation has been obtained by Jerison, [8, p. 5351. Details 
on this point will be given elsewhere. 
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